
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE AGENT

😄 We are Strength Shop:

Strength Shop, founded in 2009, is an established designer and retailer of strength training
equipment and accessories to individuals, teams and gyms around the world. We are a fast growing
global brand fueled by the belief that strength training can benefit anyone and therefore should be
accessible to the many. Strength Shop is on a mission to ‘make everyone stronger’ and we aim to
push the boundaries and advance strength sports whilst being the go-to brand for high quality and
affordable products for everyone training to build strength.

In order to continue our growth and get closer to our vision, we are seeking to strengthen our team
with exceptionally talented and motivated people with experience in customer facing roles, a
background in strength training and who would fit well within our unique culture.

🔧 The role:
Customer Experience Agents play an irreplaceable and unrivaled role in shaping Strength Shop’s
success - we are proud of the service we deliver our customers and always want to deliver better.
Our Customer Experience Team has more daily interactions with our passionate customer base than
all other channels.

The principal job is to delight the customer through these daily interactions, but also to identify pain
points and work with colleagues to improve their future experiences.

● You will serve as the front line, go-to representative for all customers’ purchasing, return, and
other relevant needs via phone and email

● You are ready to learn our evolving product catalogue and systems inside and out in order to
address customer questions and offer tailored recommendations

● You will be expected to work with all your colleagues to develop initiatives that improve the
Strength Shop customer experience, our products, our marketing, our logistics and our
technology

● You will need to be flexible to the growing business with determination to help with continued
development

💪 About you:

→ We know perfect candidates don’t exist. We are still interested in hearing from you even if not all
of this applies to you.

● This role requires good knowledge of the products we are selling and the audience we are
addressing, as such we place a large preference to applicants with a background in strength
training and a genuine knowledge of the products we sell

● 2 years+ experience working in a customer/client support function ideally in an ecommerce
setting

● Fluent English and German speaking and writing skills are a must
● You enjoy problem solving and pride yourself on finding solutions for all stakeholders
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● You are very comfortable in your computer skills and have the willingness to learn about our
products and implemented systems (notably Freshdesk, Brightpearl and Shopify)

● Things friends or colleagues would say about you: self-starter, collaborative, friendly,
open-minded, growth-mindset, keen eye for detail, performs well under pressure

● Competent working alone but a great team player - this last point is very important to us
● Strong interpersonal skills; can handle different personalities and tough situations well
● You demonstrate a proactive work style, taking ownership when you see something needs to be done
● Fluency in other European languages are a big plus

📏 How will we measure success in the role?

We are more interested in your character, raw skills and how you shape the customer’s experience
than the number of interactions you have or speed with which you answer, even though those are
important too.

We will largely use the following measures:

● The quality of feedback received from customers (quantitative and qualitative)
● How receptive you are to data, insights, and constructive feedback from colleagues
● The style you use to engage with customers and colleagues
● Your willingness to not only meet expectations but exceed them
● How comfortable you feel within the role and our culture and how comfortable others feel with

you in the team

🌱 Our offer:
● Competitive salary (29000 - 33000€ / year)
● Permanent contract
● 30 paid vacation days per year
● Meritocratic organisation, flat structure and a transparent communication culture
● Free gym memberships (Berlin Strength, Evope Performance Center)
● Opportunity to grow with and shape the future of a fast growing company and department within
● Modern office located in Berlin*
● Dog friendly workplace
● Unique working culture

*We require new joiners to be based in Berlin for the first 1-2 months of starting the job. Once
trained, working from home will be an available option.

🌈 Our stance:
● We stand for equality. We love that everybody brings their own uniqueness to work. And will

make your life as easy as possible. No matter your cultural or religious needs.
● We will not ask about any of those things in an interview or later on. If you want to share your

story, we'd love to listen. If not, that's cool!



🔥 Our process :
This is an open position as we are interested in finding the right candidate.

You'll walk through two or three stages:
1. Get to know each other: We use this interview to pitch Strength Shop and get you excited to join.
We'll also use this chance to get to know you and all your relevant experiences, and see whether
both our expectations align.

2. Meet the team: You'll get to meet our other team members. We value team fit above everything
else. This also gives you the chance to see whether you'd enjoy working with us.

3. Final conversation: We are going to chat more about the position, what you value, what you took
away from the interviews so far, and whatever is on your mind.

We are mindful of your time: Going through all stages can be done within two weeks - stages may
be combined into 1 or more interview rounds. Once you've passed them all we will extend a formal
offer.

📬 How to apply:

Please send your CV / Lebenslauf and a Cover Letter to: office@strengthshop.de. If you want to
stand out, choose a question below to answer (we will place a preference to those who write us a
thoughtful answer):

- What can we improve about our website, products or even our job offering?
- What surprising thing have you learned in the last few months?
- What excites you to join us?
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